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From the Editor - Don Carson, NAR #11 069

There has been a whirlwind of club activity in the past few months. We have reports on 5 Sport

Launches, 4 Contests and 5 Outreach activities! Special thanks to Chris Taylor of

NARAMLive.com for al lowing us to use his photos to augment the NARAM-58 coverage.

There are also a lot of big announcements in this issue, not the least of which include proposals

for major changes to competition rocketry and the fact that NARCON wil l be coming to the

Washington, DC area next year. That is an event not to miss!

Also, congratulations to Dr. Bob and GSS’s Launch Rack for winning the LAC Newsletter Award

this year.

Don’t forget to get your kit bash entry built and flown at a club launch. Voting to select the winner

wil l occur at the December Holiday Party. Don't let it sl ip up on you.

Looking forward to next month, we plan to begin the first of what we hope to be a series of article

exchanges with other club newsletters.

Fly 'em high, bring 'em back, and be safe.

Front Cover: Who remembers the joy of seeing
your first rocket streak skywards? Look around you
at a launch, chances are you'll see it again. This one
was from ECRM.
Photo: D. Carson

Back cover: Dimitre Avraomov's Apus II RC
Glider under boost of a Quest D5.
Photo: D. Carson

For questions, answers, opinions, fi les, photos, and more NARHAMS, join the

NARHAMS Yahoo group. You have to get yourself a yahoo e-mail address (but you don't

have to use it for anything else), it is free, painless, no ads, and may just be the cure for

the common cold. Also: Facebook if you are not parnoid about that sort of thing.
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ZOG-43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of al l ages,
abil ities, and interest. We are committed to providing the
most current, up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational material , as
well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to al l
paid up members of NARHAMS. Club membership is
open to all , dues are 1 0 cent per week.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the
author and/or ZOG-43.

I f you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS,
subscriptions, or if you have any comment(s),
correspondence, or if you’d l ike to submit an article, send
them to:

ZOG-43
11 7 Coventry Ct.
Macon, NC 27551

Email us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS
The National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the
state of Maryland. , Washington, DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section (#1 39) of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club
in the United States, first established as a high school
club in 1 963, changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1 965. NARHAMS is the
only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award (1 997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at
Old National Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the
Carrol l County Agriculture Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and
launches.

For detai ls, dates and directions to our club, meetings
and launches, go to: http: //narhams.org
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By: Jim Filler NAR #27862

The East Coast Regional Meet was flown for the forty third time on

June 1 8th & 1 9th, 201 6. Event selection was influenced by the

upcoming NARAM-58 slate by flying 1 /2A Super-Roc altitude with

altimeters, A Helicopter duration, Plastic Model Conversion and

even Open Spot Landing. ECRM-43 only held one event not being

flown at NARAM, Standard Precision Payload. Twenty six entrants

with one in “A” division, two in “B” division, nineteen in “C” division,

and four teams in “T” division. One of the larger regional meets

flown this contest year was bolstered by offering free entry to

anyone wishing to fly only Open Spot Landing. Seven contestants

did just this. We had flyers from, MD, DC, VA, PA, NJ, NC, MA, &

CO (thanks Betty!).

The acronym for this meet has been changed over the years to

coincide with the weather. Years ago we took the hint and moved

this annual event to Father’s Day weekend in June. This year, the

weather was really nice. Sunny and hot on Saturday, and it was

great. Shade and water were required, yet the warm weather did

not slow down the flurry of launches.

Continued next page

ECRM-43 Coverage

Sometimes we need a little help
Photo: D. Carson

No sneaking up on Alan Stokker
Photo: D. Carson MM Sidewinder

Photo: J. McCoy

A truly historic moment
Photo: A. Mankevich Team QFRP's PMC

Photo: D. Carson
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Sport Flying

We were visited by sport flyers over the

entire weekend. We even had a Civi l Air

Patrol group all flying two-stage Loadstar

models. Saturday, in addition to the

contest fl ights, there were also 1 37 sport

only fl ights made. Sunday, an additional

40 sport only fl ights were made. There

were 26 two-stage fl ights and two cluster fl ights. See

the table below for detai ls on just the sport fl ights.

Micro-Max - 2 C - 43

1 /4A - 1 D - 26

1 /2A - 5 E - 9

A - 32 F - 1 2

B - 73 G - 4

Set Up and Spot Landing

Saturday morning started early picking up then

setting up the equipment for the range. Thanks to

several helpers this went quick and we were ready

to fly early. The highly scientific method for picking

the spot landing location was uti l ized by Michala

Alexander throwing the stake “that way”. Many

chose to fly spot landing first and some good

fl ights were made. Bruce Canino made the best

fl ight for the meet, only being 7.33 meters away.

PMC judging was handled by Kevin Johnson and

Don Carson, thanks to you both so we were able

to have a regional meet with a craftsmanship

event being held. Static judging was done on

Saturday with fl ights not unti l Sunday.

1/2A SuperRoc Altitude

1 /2A Super-Roc with altimeters was a challenge requiring a change

in optimal design. When this event has been flown in previous years

and optical tracking was used, the optimum model was 1 3mm to

6mm diameters. With having to loft an altimeter the only choice was

to add a 1 3mm or 1 8mm payload bay to the model to hold the

altimeter. Several different approaches were used. Bruce Canino,

Alan Stokker and Don Carson all

flew to 77, 77 and 76 meters

respectful ly.

A Helicopter Duration

A engine helicopter also saw

different designs being flown. 40mm

FAI type models were flown

alongside Roto-roc’s, and the

Apogee internal bladed models as

well . Steve Humphrey of the

Murphys Lawyer’s Team turned in

the best fl ight of the meet with a

40mm model for 1 58 seconds.

Standard Precision Payload

Standard Precision payload

was selected to fi l l out the

slate to equal 80 event weight

factors for a regional meet. I

think after flying it, it is

challenging and a little

different then your normal

ECRM-43, Continued

A rack ofCAP two-stagers
Photo: D. Carson

Alex Mankevich and his
Helicopter model
Photo: D. Carson

Dick Stafford and his finless
ducted guidance rocket. Flew

straight for a while.
Photo: D. Carson

The Shaffers got their SPP model dialed in!
Photo: D. Carson

Continued next pageDoug Frost takes aim
for the spot

Photo: D. Carson
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altitude or duration event by combining both

elements into the scoring. This event requires

flying a standard 1 ounce NAR Standard Payload

to 1 50 meters in altitude as reported by altimeter,

and a fl ight duration of 40 seconds. Then both

error amounts are entered into a formula to

score. Both fl ights are scored and summed to

determine the final score. Rachel Schafer had

the meets best overal l score for both fl ights

combined.

Plastic Model Conversion

PMC was flown on

Sunday when the

weather was sti l l quite nice and hot but

winds 7-1 0 mph were blowing adding a

bigger challenge to recovering models in the

tal l grass adjacent to

the field. We had eight

entries in PMC. Four in

C division and four in

team division. Alan

Stokker took first in C

division with a Mars

Probe flown on a

cluster of three C6-3 motors. Jim Fil ler flew a

1 /32nd scale X-1 5 which flew very nice but so

high it became unrecoverable. Bruce Canino

flew a Jupiter-C and Ed Jackson flew his X-29

twice but couldn’t get a qualified fl ight.

Murphys Lawyers flew the 1 /24th scale Space

Monkey V-2 to win team division. The A1 -A2

team flew an F35 but couldn’t retain the motor

on both fl ights to DQ. The QFPB team also had ejection issues with

their XF-2A model. Team Duck flew an F1 04

and couldn’t get a good fl ight either. Thanks

to all that built and flew in this always

challenging and sometimes frustrating event.

Awards and Chow

With all the contest and sport fl ights getting

wrapped up on Sunday, we only had to

announce results at the annual ECRM picnic

NARHAMS has been doing for lots of years.

I t was great to have so many enthusiasts

attending this event. Thanks to all of those

that helped by doing range duty, setting up and tearing down the range.

Thanks to Maria, Chris and Tom Ha for putting together the picnic.

Thanks also to Aerospace Special ity Products http: //www.asp-

rocketry.com/and the great door prize certificates we handed out with the

results. I f you took one of these certificates home please be sure to go

over the website to order something. Thanks Andy! Editor:

ECRM-43, Continued

Team Duck's PMC,
should be Team Duck!

Photo: D. Carson
CD Jim Filler and his X-15

Photo: J. McCoy
Team Qualified Flight's PMC

Photo: D. Carson
Team A1 and A2 F-35 PMC

Photo: J. McCoy

Alan Stokker's PMC entry
Photo: D. Carson

Ed Jackson's beautiful
X-29

Photo: D. Carson

Link to more and bigger ECRM photos
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Rockets, Rockets, Rockets!
The NAR's Annual Meet

Continued next page

By Don Carson

The NAR’s 58th annual meet, cal led NARAM-58, was held in Walnut
Grove, MO from July 23-29. The event is a week long extravaganza of
Sport launches and Competition. The meet was run by a group of 6
NAR sections and the Contest Director was John Buckley.

Held at the farm of Tom and Kathy Tipton, the fields stretched as far as
the eye could see. Even better, the organizers provided a couple of
4WD ATVs with drivers to haul you off to the great beyond to retrieve
your model! I t certainly helped with al l the higher powered competition
events (and the aging C Divisioners).

The first 2 days (Sat. and Sun.) were Sport launch only and featured
numerous, exciting fl ights. The Ha’s stationed a fly-it take-it table and
introduced many novices to the sport. The rest of the week was both
Competition and Sport flying using 2 ranges conveniently located side
by side. There were evening events every night as is customary at
NARAM, including:

- Welcome Sessions on Friday and Sunday evenings,
- Beer lofting
- Manufacturer’s Forum
- NAR Elections and Town Hall meeting
- Research & Development presentations by the top finishers
- The Cannon Benefit Auction
- A special presentation on proposed changes to the competition scene
(see the Competition Corner)
- And the Awards Banquet.

NARHAMS was represented by Chris Kidwell , Don Carson, Doug Frost,
Mark Wise and teams Murphy's Lawyers (Steve Humphrey) and
Qualified Flight (Jen Ash and Michala Alexander).

Detai led coverage wil l be in your Sport Rocketry magazine in the
coming months.

One ofmany sport high power launches
Photo: D. Carson

Sport radio contolled boost glider
Photo: NARAMLive. com

There were a few Catos
Photo: NARAMLive. com

Sport radio contolled boost glider
Photo: NARAMLive. com

Tom Ha makes another convert at the Fly-It, Take-It table
Photo: D. Carson

More and bigger

NARAM photos

NARAMLive

photos and videos
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NARAM-58 continued

Sport Range
Contest Range Manufacturer's Forum

Continued next page

BMS introduced
a 3" Student

Rocket $15! Flys
on D's and E's.
Upgradeable to
plywood fins for

$5 more.
Photo: D.

Carson

Andy Jackson of
ASP introduced a
new line of Scale
models and
promises more
interesting things

to come.
Photo: D. Carson

Our own Doug
Frost introduced
his Jayhawk
detailed Scale
data package.
Photo: D.

Carson

Randy Boadway of
eRockets.com
introduced more
SEMROC kit re-
issues. Nearly the
entire line now.
Planning some

Contest kits soon.
Photo: D. Carson

Open Spot Landing

Monday was a windy
morning with low ceilings. G
Streamer was postponed to
Tuesday. Trustee Coleman is
pensive about his launch,
Barb Tobin (r) took a team
2nd. Carson's Fat Boy
struggled in the wind.

Photos: NARAMLive. com

G Streamer Duration

Weather was dicey for G SD on
Tuesday as well. High performane
designs (Kidwell, l, and Carson, r)
disappeared making it difficult on
the range crew. Big models (above)
were easy to spot but had short

durations.
Photos: D. Carson

The Sport range enjoyed
steady usage with a variety
of rockets from low power
models to high powered
models that shook the earth
when launched from the
away pads. Lines were

always short so you could fly
fast and often.

Photos: D. Carson
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Photo: D. Carson

NARAM-58 continued

Sport Range Contest Range NAR Town Hall
and Elections

D Rocket Glider Multiround Outgoing President Ted Cochran gave an
overview of the NAR which, in summary is
in pretty good shape. The number of
members and sections is up. There are
twice as many Leader members as there
were in 201 0. Insurance coverage levels
have been increased. Lots of content
added to the members-only part of the
NAR website. Education and scholarship
suport has been increased again, now our
second largest expenditure.

The election resulted in one new Trustee,
Carol Marple, and re-election of two
existing Trustees, our own Tom Ha. and
Vince Huegele. The Trustees voted
NARHAMS member John Hochheimer
President of the NAR.

Congratulations to John, Tom, Carol, and
Vince!

Cannon Auction

The Cannon
Auction benefits
education
programs. Randy
and Amanda
Boadway ran an
entertaining and
profitable auction.
Among many,
Vern and Geda
Estes donated
items for sale.

Photo: NARAMLive. com

D RG MR was a challenge that was
met with a variety of designs - slide
pods, swing flop wings, pop up
elevators and no RC control
allowed. There was no need to go to
extra fly off rounds for this one.

1 /2 A Superroc Altitude

Photo: NARAMLive. com

Photo: NARAMLive. com

Photo: D. Carson

More big honkin' rockets on the sport range.
Photo: D. Carson

Bryan Sparkman demo'ed his R&D project a
electonic flight controller for two stage ignition
with safety inhibits. It worked flawlessly.

Photo: D. Carson

Neither Chris Taylor nor I got any decent pics of
this event. skinny rockets that move fast, often
from a tower, usually using a piston launcher,
3FNC, not much paint.

Continued next page
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NARAM-58 continued

Contest Range
Awards Banquet

Chris
Kidwell's
1 st Place
HD

Photo: D.

Carson

Betty Dalls's PMC entry
Photo: NARAMLive. com

Go for launch, C PD!
Photo: D. Carson

Chris Kidwell's Jupiter-C PMC
Photo: NARAMLive. com

E Scale Altitude

Plastic Model Conversion

A Helicopter
Duration

Chris Kidwell's Nike Smoke
Photo: NARAMLive. com

Doug Frost's Jayhawk
Photo: NARAMLive. com

Carson's D-Region
Tomahawk
Photo: J.

Hochheimer

Don Carson's 3rd Place Snark
Photo: D. Carson

End of the launch week
Photo: NARAMLive. com

CD Bubbles launches Carson's
C PD. Model lands in the cattle

swimming pond.
Photo: D. Carson

C Parachute Duration

Chris Kidwell - 1 st A HD

Banquest Photos: NARAMLive. com

Don Carson - 3rd PMC

Chris Ha 1 st, Tom Ha 4th Fun
Event - Target Altitude 3600'

AGL

NARHAMS table, some others
were spread around
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National Rocketry
Convention Coming To

Our Area Next Year!
The 201 7 NAR Convention (NARCON 201 7) wil l be
held February 24-26, 201 7 in Chanti l ly, VA, near Dulles
Airport and the Smithsonian National Air & Space
Museum's Udvar-Hazy Center.

We wil l be holding an R&D competition for $1 000 in
cash prizes on Friday evening. I t wil l not
be sanctioned for award of NAR contest points, as we
want to also welcome R&D reports on high power
rocketry.

We wil l offer a large range of breakout groups on topics
in hobby rocketry and in professional spacefl ight on
Saturday. There wil l be one track of breakout
groups dedicated to how-to topics pertinent to TARC,
and students who are registered members of a TARC
201 7 team wil l not be charged a registration fee for
NARCON.

Keynote speaker for NARCON 201 7 at the Saturday
evening banquet wil l be Lee Piester, founder of Centuri
Engineering Company, who wil l be giving a fascinating
presentation on the development and history of that
famed company. You do not want to miss this.

Sunday is your day to visit the exhibits at Udvar-Hazy,
five miles from the hotel.

We hope to have online registration and the appropriate
event codes for registering in the Crowne Plaza Dulles
Airport hotel through their website at the special
NARCON rate of $99 both up and running by
September, along with a ful ly populated event website
with more schedule detai ls.

Trip Barber
NAR 4322 L3
NARCON-201 7 Director
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By Alex Mankevich, Launch Manager

The July launch was the first of the summer hours launches. The range

opened at noon for members and opened at 2:00 pm for the public. The

launch range was scheduled to end at 7:00 pm, but more on that later.

There was no official theme for the day. I ’m happy to report that the tal l

grass to the east of the launch site had final ly been cut.

Mike Kelley and Ed Jackson helped Alex load the field equipment into

Ed’s truck. We were joined on the field by Kevin Johnson who helped

with the range set up. We set up one rack and three away pads. Alex

served as launch control officer and Ed Jackson did the safety check-in

and launch pad assignment.

The early action saw Kevin Johnson sharpening his S8E glider with

radio control ski l ls. He seemed pleased with his four fl ights. Ed

Jackson got creative by setting up and successively launching a Palidin

on a B6 and a Grand Palidin on an E1 2.

NARHAMS members on-site included Bil l Boublitz, Tom Jackson, Scott

Bridgewater and David Smith. Richard Crisco brought along his family

members John and Leah.

Tom Jackson launched a couple of impressive cluster models. His

Trifl ier XL flew on one D1 2 with three A8s clustered as a paral lel stage.

Another clustered fl ight was his Broadhead on two A1 0s and two B6s.

David Smith clustered two E1 2s

on his AIM1 20c fl ight. Mike Kelley

clustered two C6s with his 36 D-

Squared. Three staged fl ights

were flown. David Smith

launched his Atlantis on a F1 5

staged to another F1 5. I t kinda

went far. Bil l Boublitz flew his

Extreme 2 on staged D1 2 motors.

Joseph Ripple flew his Loadstar 2

on staged B6 motors.

This launch was the first in which

I ’ve experienced a shut down due

to threatening weather. I ’ve heard

of NARAM and TARC

launches having been

halted due to approaching

storms. This was the first launch where I ’ve experienced

oncoming threatening weather which hastened the end of the

launch. Upon Mike Kelley

tel l ing me he saw a distant

l ighting strike, we punched

out our time cards and got

out of Dodge. Bil l Boublltz,

Mike Kelley and Scott

Bridgewater al l contributed to taking

down the launch range. We placed

most of the stuff in Bil l ’s car for

transport. As we were closing in on

the storage unit, the first rain drops

starting fal l ing. I t was a bit of a

sprinkle by time everything was

placed and locked into storage.

The total fl ights for the day

numbered 68 fl ights. We had one

spectacular motor CATO of a D1 2.

July 201 6 Mt Airy Sport Launch Report

Photos: A. Mankevich
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Usually, the Sunday we hold this contest

is always the hottest day in July. We

lucked out with lower humidity, and

sl ightly lower temperatures from earl ier

in the week.

There were 68

participants for the

contest. I saw

several names that I

recognized from

previous years, and

we had a family that

was passing through

from Georgia that

built a kit and flew.

We had 7 new first

time fl iers, and even

some who were 4

and 5 years old

By Jennifer Ash

Photos: E. Pearson, except as noted

On Sunday, July 1 7, NARHAMS and Goddard

Space Flight Center Visitor Center helped

celebrate the 47th anniversary of the Apollo

Moon landing. Jim Fil ler had already received

the donated kits from Estes and picked up the

trophies. A few people helped do set up the

previous day. The coolers were loaded with

water, soda and ice. Tents were set up. Demo

launch was ready.

Mike Cochran get the
demo rack ready

Apollo II Contest:
Scores Decend on Goddard to
Shoot for the Moon

The Winners
Photo: A. Mankevich

Continued next page
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ready to fly. I was asked if there was an upper age limit by one adult

contestant, and my answer was “99. I t used to be 98, but we convinced

Ed to up it a year.”

As usual, we had our

demonstration launch at

the start of the contest,

that concluded with Jim’s

Saturn V. Raul set up his

phone and was live

streaming the

demonstration launch

from his Facebook page.

Next year, we wil l try to

get it on the NARHAMS

Facebook page. We do

know a lot of Raul’s family

and the people at

HobbyWorks in Laurel

were watching.

I t wasn’t unti l the later rounds that the contestants started to land on

the Moon. Out of the 68, 1 2 junior members got to the Moon, and 1 6

adults landed there. We had a tie for 4th place in the junior division, so

we need to plan for ties next year.

We were able to clean up, hand out the trophies and kits and be at

Chevy’s for dinner by 5pm.

Thanks to everyone who came out and helped: Jef and Ellen Fineran,

Tom and Maria Ha, Ed and Sarah Jackson, Alex Mankevich, Mike and

Ian Cochran, Raul Pena, Rich, Kathy and Mark Crisco, Jennifer Ash

and Jim Fil ler.

Saturn V liftoff and ascent!

Jef Fineran's replica of
Robert Goddard's first
liquid fueled rocket

Apollo Contest Continued

The competitors queue up

Raul Pena planted the flag on the moon and
live streamed the event

Jennifer Ash doing the
all-important data entry

job
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By Alex Mankevich

Photos: E. Pearson, except as noted

Holiday weekend launches at the Goddard Visitor Center can be

unpredictable in terms of flyers turn out. Independence Day

actual ly fel l on the Monday this year, so there was no direct confl ict

with dates. Sti l l , you never know just how many flyers may show up

due to the holiday.

Let me give a big shout out to the gallant NARHAMSters who show

up to support your friendly neighborhood launch manager. All the

“usual suspects” were there including Ole Ed Pearson, Mike

Cochran and his son Ian. The safety check-in crew of Richard,

Mark and Katherine Crisco were there to lend their expertise. Ed

Jackson is well on his way to becoming a Goddard Launch regular

as well . On this day he assisted in marshall ing the on-deck flyers,

and he got in a really cool fl ight with this Star Trek Klingon Warbird

model.

The modest crowd ended up getting in 66 fl ights. A fair few

rocketeers were able to get in three launches. Ian had to fish out

some rockets from the trees. The security guard was put into action

to retrieve a number of rockets that landed in the lower parking lot.

Fourteen first time flyer certificates were handed out.

As I ’ve mentioned in the January/February issue of the ZOG (page

1 0), this year is the 40th year of public model rocket launches at

Goddard. The Goddard public flyers are doing their part to keep

this streak going strong. The sixty-six fl ights flown on this Sunday is

a respectable number given the confl ict with the holiday. As we’re

well aware, the NARHAMS members are sacrificing their hol iday

weekend so that we can continue to boast of this remarkable

achievement in sport rocketry.

July 201 6 Goddard Visitors Center

Mike Cochran helping at the pad
Photo: A. Mancevich

Mark Crisco does
preflight safety

checks

Families prepping for launch Mike Ratel hadn't launched since high
school, until today!
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By Alex Mankevich
NARHAMS President

Photos: E. Pearson

The Summer Institute in Science,

Technology, Engineering and Research

(SISTER) program is a five-day summer

activity for the purpose of increasing

awareness of and providing hands-on

opportunities for middle school girls to

explore STEM education. The girls get to

visit the numerous facil ities on the

Goddard campus. The NASA Goddard Space Flight Center provides

the physicists, mathematicians, scientists and engineers who through

the course of the week give presentations on various scientific,

engineering and space

exploration themes.

Apri l le Ericsson, Deputy to

the Chief Technologist for

Applied Engineering and

Technology Division,

escorted the SISTER

participants to the VC. Dr.

Ericsson coordinated the

model rocket build session

the night before the launch.

She mentioned that this is

her 1 5th year

associated with the

SISTER event. On

launch day, Dr. Ericsson

was joined by NASA

photographer Debbie

McCallum who recorded

our launch activities.

The 201 6 launch was

held on July 1 3th at

GSFC Visitor Center.

Alex was joined at this

launch by Ole Ed

Pearson. Alex and Ole Ed

set up the launch range.

Ole Ed actual ly supported

their launch back in 1 975

at the old Antenna Range

(there was no Visitor

Center back then). The

program was earl ier

cal led the Summer

Institute for Junior High

School Girls.

Launch day’s weather

forecast had threatened to pop up rain showers around mid day.

Consequently, we set up the launch range in our ‘winter/rain’

configuration on the cement near the base of the Delta rocket.

Outreach: The Goddard 201 6 SISTER
Launch at the Visitor Center

Continued on next page

The SISTERS gather for a safety briefing

Viper launch

Aprille Ericsson and Tom Bagg

At the launch rack
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Meeting Highl ights

July

Photos and commentary by Ole Ed.

The Zog (Alex Mankevich) models a

safety vest NAR sent NARHAMS at the

club's July picnic and business meeting.

We have vests for all three club launch

systems. Discussion ensued on adding

vests to the Goddard system and to our

building supplies boxes (e.g., for

Rockville Science Day).

NAR trustee Mark Wise cooked brats (left) and Jim Miers burgers for

the club at the picnic meeting. Just two more reasons for attending

meetings!

Fortunately, the launch ended up being threatened only by dark

clouds.

Tom Bagg and Kenneth Gordon arrived just as the orientation briefing

got underway. Tom was assigned to Safety Check-In and Ken did the

pad assistant duty. Ole Ed and his iPod and Debbie with her NASA

grade, professional single lens reflex camera (with telescoping lens)

made up our launch’s photojournalist corps.

We launched 42 rockets in

the course of about one

hour. Amazingly, we had

only one misfire and two

separations of shock cords.

This is a testament to the

outstanding rocket

construction by the girls.

Happily, the wind was on

summer vacation on launch

day, so nearly al l the rockets

ended up landing nearby

next to the Astrobiology walk

or near the Iris sounding

rocket.

After the launch, Alex and Ole Ed got busy cleaning up the launch

system for the upcoming Apollo Contest. We also pre-positioned

some of the supplies that were critical for the range set-up on the

Saturday preceding the contest. We sweltered through a hot and

humid mid-summer afternoon. Doggedly we fought on despite the

discomfort, blood, sweat and tears. As a just reward for our hard

work, Ole Ed later treated Alex to a burger and a cool, refreshing

beverage at Five Guys.

The Press Corps

SISTERS Outreach, Continued
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By Kevin Johnson, NAR 77083
Photos: K. Johnson

There are many scans of old rocket plans on the internet to help
you recreate the models you might have flown, or wanted to fly as a
kid. Unfortunately, many of the decal scans are less than perfect
as a starting point to making your own decal fi les. This article
started as a reply to a thread on The Rocketry Forum about some
quick tips for using a photo manipulation tool for cleaning up the
decal scans found on sites l ike JimZ and Ye Olde Rocket Shoppe.

I most often am trying to clean up decal scans that have yellowed
or some other color background. Here are some simple steps to
get something usable from a fi le in the internet.

Note 1 : I t is best to start with a high quality scan if you can. This
makes for a nicer finished product with smoother edges.
Note 2: I 'm using GIMP. Other programs of a similar level
(PaintShopPro, CorelDraw, Paint.Net) wil l have similar tools.

After you have found and saved the fi le to your computer, open it
using GIMP. This example is using the yellowed decal scan from an
old ALCM model.

Use the color selection tool, , and then click in the yellowed
area. You should see something l ike this:

Ack, I Can't Use These Old Yellowed Decals!
Simple Image Manipulation for Rocketeers Using GIMP

Continued next page

The selection has gotten most of the yellow, but not al l . This

is because there are multiple shades of yellow in the image.

You can adjust the threshold of the selection tool to make it

grab more of the adjoining similar colors. In the tool options

you wil l find a Threshold sl ider:
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Decals continued

Change the setting higher to select more of the various shades of

the color you are choosing, then use the color tool to select the

yellow again.

Here is the select again with the threshold value set to 50:

You can now either fi l l the selection with a different color, or delete

the yellow. Here I 've deleted the yellow by pressing the Delete key

on my keyboard while the yellow is selected:

Press Ctrl+Shift+A to clear the selection, and you wil l have a nice

clean image with a white background to print.

Web links:

GIMP download- cl ick here

GIMP tutorials- https://www.gimp.org/tutorials/

JimZ Rocket Plans- http: //spacemodeling.org/j imz/rp00.htm

Ye Olde Rocket Plans- http: //www.oldrocketplans.com/

Congratulations to

Zachary and Heather Ha

on the birth of their

daughter

Alyson Ha

on June 21 .

Our youngest member!

Baby News!
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Photos: A. Mankevich

NARHAMS is famous for its outreach agenda. This year however, a

prospective outreach group approached us with a somewhat different

take. Rather than being asked to do a scout or an elementary school

launch, the Higher Ground Financial Group contacted us regarding

the feasibi l ity of doing a client appreciation launch. They wanted their

own, distinct launch event to coincide with a picnic they were

planning for their cl ients.

We directed Daniel Razvi, Senior Partner and COO of the Higher

Ground Financial Group (HGFG), to contact the Frederick County

Division of Parks and Recreation to get al l the permissions required

to host this event. NARHAMS assured the Parks that our normal

Saturday launch rules and the NAR Model Rocket Safety Code would

be in effect.

We set up the launch range

with a single six-position rack

with al l 1 /8 inch rods, and

enclosed them with our

typical perimeter. Three away

pads with the 1 01 0 rails were

uti l ized. We then ran a 240

foot outer perimeter using

plastic banner pendants that

stretched from the tal l grass

east of the launch pads

towards the pavil ion down at the lower parking lot. Two pop-up tents

were set over launch control station and another over the safety

check-in. A fourth tent as

set over the rocket prep

area set to the side of

the launch control

station. All of the club

vinyl banners were set

up as eye candy.

The HGFG specified that

they would l ike

NARHAMS to bring

some larger rockets with

more powerful engines to

"show off" at the event.

They even paid to secure

the soccer fields adjacent to the

launch range so that the F and G

powered fl ights could take place.

Alex l ined up the experienced F &

G powered flyers in Jef and Ellen

Fineran along with Mike Kelley of

Tripol i . They all coordinated to

come with a launch manifest of

rockets and motors that showed off

the variety and wonder of mid-

power launches.

Jef and Ellen’s l ine-up included the

Estes Partizon (SR71 -themed) on

a F35-5 White Lightning, the LOC

Precision Iris on a G64-4 White

Lightning, a scratch-built 4" upscale

of the Estes Hornet on a G76-4 Mojave Green, the LOC Precision

Outreach: The Client Appreciation Launch

of July 201 6 at Mt. Airy

Fabrice at the firing panel
Alan checks in

Distant view of range

By Alex Mankevich
NARHAMS President
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HFGF expected to have at least 200-300

people at the event. However, as we got

closer to the event, HGFC revised its number

of guests and flyers to between 1 00 and 1 50

guests and between 50 and 75 rockets to

launch. Practical ly al l the flyers were newbie

first-timers. Between Mike and Alex, we were

able to get the flyers mostly into the Estes

Crayon series rockets on B6-4 motors. There

was also smattering of Cee-Yah, Code Red,

Prospector and Guardian rockets thrown in as

well .

Al l the NARHAMSters said that they had an

enjoyable time. The hot and humid weather

was not as bad as we had feared, and the

crowd-management task was easier than

we anticipated.

Client launch, Continued

LOC IV (US Army-themed) on a

G64-4 White Lightning, and for their

finale by Ellen, an Estes Mega Red

Maxx (Goofy-themed) on a G76-4

Mojave Green.

Mike’s l ine-up included the Arctic

Wolf on a F35-5 White Lightning, the

Mega der Red Max on a F52-5 Blue

Thunder, the G-Force on a G77-4

Redline, the D-Region Tomahawk on

a G64-4 White Lightning and for his

finale, the Super Mean Machine on

a G53-5 Black Max.

Alex asked for volunteers to help run

to event, and was richly rewarded.

Ed Jackson eagerly agreed to bring

his truck for the transport of the field

equipment. He also helped with

misfires, served as launch officer

and safety check and did the range

setup and breakdown. Ole Ed Pearson agreed to be on hand to

oversee the operation and to advise on range operations and crowd

management. Ed stationed himself at the launch control and

supervised some of the safety check-in and pad assignments.

Fabrice Derul l ieux arrived just after the lunch break and got to enjoy

his first-time duty as the firing officer. Alan Wil l iams did some check-in

duties and performed the announcing of the launches, particularly the

mid-power demonstration portion. Mike Kelley helped with the

equipment transport, the range set up and especial ly helped the first-

time flyers to prep their rockets for fl ight. Poor Jef Fineran had to grab

the retrieval pole, traverse the tal l field grass and fish out Ellen’s

favorite Goofy-themed Mega Red Maxx from a tree that kinda wanted

to keep Ellen’s rocket.

Ellen with Goofy rocket

Ed Jackson loads a model

Mike Kelly's Super Mean
Machine
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About that meet June 25-26. I t was a practice, meeting and supply

distribution for the U.S. Team in preparation for the world

championship in August in Ukraine as well as a FAI international

contest and NAR regional contest. NARHAMS had 5 representatives

there either flying, officiating or judging. The Michigan launch site is

about 11 -plus hours away (driving) so many flew in from MD; but

folks came from California, Canada, Colorado, I l l inois, Ohio, New

York, North Carolina, Utah, Virginia as well as other areas throughout

Michigan.

We flew six FAI events and many of their equivalent NAR events.

Personally, it gave me the chance to say hi and thank notables such

as Bob Alway and Tim Van Mil igan for their work in promoting the

hobby and Team flyers, meet people whom I have only heard their

names before, meet some great new people, learn new (to me)

things, and pal around with old friends. Maybe tel l or hear team lore

too. Oh the things you hear and do, to paraphrase Dr. Seuss.

Kudos to the host (MMAR Section 702)--great field facil ities, warm

welcoming club members--top notch/knowledgeable. Especial thanks

to Mike Novak, CD, who hailed from Ohio for the initiative to hold the

contest, his aide de camp Steve Kristal and Trip Barber who acted as

team manager assistant.

Can-Am Cup - US Team Tune Up for the
International Spacemodeling
Championships
NARHAMS Playing a Role
By Ed Pearson
Photos: E. Pearson

NARHAMSters (L-R) James Duffy (TX), David
O'Bryan, Ed Pearson, James Filler, Kevin Johnson

Sunday morning!

Measurement of S8EP Radio
Controlled Glider

S9 Gyrocopter
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In case you haven’t noticed, the First Sunday launches at

the Goddard Visitor Center have been under a spell of

poor weather lately. The Apri l , May and now the June

launches have all had their launch Go/No Go status

decided on site the morning of the launch. Complicating

the Go/No Go decision was the requirement that al l the

regulatory agencies be notified one hour before the

scheduled start of the launch. The June launch was

complicated by the expected arrival of stormy conditions

including, wind, rain, hail and l ightning – precisely the

type of forecast that would prompt Noah to start sawing

wood and gathering up the animals two-by-two. Luck was

on NARHAMS’ side as the forecast improved throughout

the late morning and early afternoon hours. The launch

got underway on time and concluded before any rain

arrived on the scene.

The June launch was the first under our latest FAA

waiver. We have been required to contact the

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) at the National

Capital Region Coordination Center (NCRCC) prior to

each launch. The latest requirement is to also contact

the Ops Manager for the Potomac Consolidated Terminal

RADAR Approach Control (TRACON), which provides air

traffic control service to the Baltimore-Washington area

and manages the process of aircraft operators who

request to enter areas of restricted airspace. I t turned

While Noah was Building an Ark, NARHAMS was
Launching at Goddard, June 201 6

By Alex Mankevich

Final check by Mark

Ed Jackson helps at the pad

Continued next page
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out that TRACON had us

on fi le and they were

actual ly expecting our

call .

Alex Mankevich, Ole Ed

Pearson, Richard, Kathy

and Mark Crisco again

reprised their roles for

this launch. Regular

team member Mike

Cochran was unable to

attend this launch.

Fortunately, Ed Jackson

announced at the

previous night’s business

meeting that he would

attend this launch. We

warmly welcomed Ed as we integrated him into our team. Ed

competently and eagerly provided rocket preparation and pad

assistance and to the flyers.

The doom and gloom forecast may have had some role in

suppressing the number of flyers for this day. There were a

number of newbies and we ended up handing out 34 First

Time Flyer certificates. Thanks to the smaller crowd, quite a

few rocketeers were able to get in multiple fl ights. A total of 85

launches were made.

The weather, the faces in the crowd and the launch crew all

varied for this launch day. Two things that did not change were

the number and the location of the trees surrounding the

launch range. Ole Ed Pearson was spotted recovering at

least six rockets from the trees using the telescoping recovery

pole.

Ole Ed mans the recovery pole. Saving
one rocket at a time
Photo: A. Mankevich

June GSFC Launch, Continued
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Upcoming Meeting
Presentation Topics:

August 6 - NARAM-58 wrap up (Tom Ha)
September 3 - Elections
October 1 - WSMC recap (Jim Fil ler/Kevin Johnson)

Upcoming Launch Themes:

August 6 - Flying Saucers
September 1 7 - Night Launch! ! ! ! !
September 24 - Ag Center Launch
October 1 5 - Odd Rocs & RC Glider Event

Bits and Pieces

Welcome New/Renewing Members
New Members

Scott, Michele, Michala, and Sara Alexander
Alyson Ha
Sally Cook

DJ Emmanuel
Thorsten Bruenjes
David Starcher
Christina Wenks

Renewals

Ed Jackson
Kevin Knebel
Jim Baird

The Shafer sisters and their contribution
at the Holiday Party
Photo: E. Pearson

Congratulations!

NAR Scholarship Award
201 6 Winners

Natalie Shafer
Computer Science

Hagerstown Community College

Rachel Shafer
Computer Science

Hagerstown Community College

Michala Alexander
Security Risk Analysis

Pennsylvania State University

Michala Alexander flying at
ECRM as part of team
Qualified Flight
Photo: D. Carson
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By Alex Mankevich
NARHAMS President

Photos: E. Pearson

The Optimus Prime Spinoff Promotion &

Research Challenge (OPSPARC) tested

students’ imagination and creativity to

transform NASA technology, or an

everyday object, and to turn it into

something that improves the quality of l ife. The entries

were judged by their creativity and their derived benefit.

The winning students were invited to the Goddard Space Flight

Center (GSFC) in late June for three days of behind the scenes,

hands-on production workshops with NASA scientists and astronauts.

The hosts for the students

were the GSFC Strategic

Partnerships Office along with

the Visitor Center’s Tour

Coordinator & Scheduler. The

students and their guests

were driven around the

campus by bus and escorted

by Goddard personnel. An

awards ceremony capped off

the event.

A highl ight of the visit was a model rocket launch at the Visitor Center

on Wednesday June 29th. Our launch was primari ly for the four

student winners (1 elementary school student and 3

middle school students) however, the guests and the

general public spectators were also invited to

participate in the launch.

Tom Bagg served as the coordinator and launch

manager. He was ably assisted by Alex Mankevich.

Both Tom and Alex brought some of their personal

rockets for the visitors to fly. The launch system we

used was Tom’s personal single-rod launch pad and

his Aerotech Interlock Launch Control ler. Tom gave a

short talk on the NAR

model rocket safety

code. We had set up a

perimeter using orange

plastic cones. A fire

extinguisher was

standing by just in

case.

The day was sunny and

thankful ly not too hot

for late June. The

students selected the rocket they wished to fly and were permitted to

press the launch button for their rocket launch. Some of the rockets

flown were the Estes Crayon, Alpha I I I , Wizard and Skywriter models.

Tom had a flying saucer that was flown as well . A sl ight breeze drifted

a few rockets onto the VC roof. DJ Emmanuel gal lantly went to the

roof to retrieve these rockets. In the end, we flew 1 2 model rockets

with no misfires and all rockets were recovered.

Outreach: Autobots, Launch Your Rockets! The OPSARC

Launch at Goddard June 29, 201 6

Tom talks safety

Tom demos rocket preparations

Ready for launch
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Photos: Renaissance Academy

NARHAMS was contacted in early May 2016 by

Kristen Yoder an art teacher at the Renaissance

Academy High School in Baltimore. She actually

grew up building rockets for 4-H, and she thought

it would be an interesting way of engaging her

students. Kristen believed that the rocket build

and launch experience would be really great for

her group of seven young men, as it is new and

different than many of the things they experience

living in the City. Kristen ended up emailing

both NARHAMS President Alex Mankevich and

Section Advisor Mark Wise. Between the two of

us we were able to guide Kristen along with the

particulars of how NARHAMS provides launch

services and to arrange a date for the launch.

There is a small baseball field next to the school

about one-half a city block square. The field was

open and the grass was mowed, however the

perimeter was surrounded by medium-height

trees (you can probably guess by now what

happened). NARHAMS Section Advisor Mark

Wise consulted the local airspace chart to make sure that Renaissance

Academy didn't lie under the DC-area Special Flight Rules Area, and that

the BWI Class B airspace over the school didn't extend all the way to the

surface. After doing his diligent research Mark determined that we were GO

for launch at this venue.

Mark brought out his scout outreach launch equipment consisting of a 1 /8

rod on a three foot high tripod and an anemometer. He has a respectably-

sized blast deflector and a personalized launch controller constructed from

off-the-shelf parts. Alex brought along a fire flapper just to be safe, and also

brought a bunch ofNAR First Time Flyer certificates.

The class had already constructed the Estes Wizard rockets. Seven rockets

were built, but on launch day, only five rockets had their modelers on hand

to fly. We had advised them to launch on 1 /2A6-2 motors, however they

ended up purchasing A8-3 motors. Since the recovery device on a Wizard is

a streamer, Mark didn’t think that the larger motor would present too much

of a problem.

Launch day was Thursday May19th, which

turned out to be a partially sunny day with

practically no wind – conditions ideal for the

field size and the motor selection. Mark

permitted the modelers to press the launch

button for their flights. All the Wizards flew

stable and we had no mis-fires. Naturally, the

first rocket launched ended up on a tree along

the field perimeter. So did the third rocket

flown, leaving Alex to wonder why he didn’t

bring a recovery pole.

I was struck by the difference in backdrop for

this Renaissance Academy High School

launch. Rather than seeing a water tower in

the distance, we saw the soaring gothic

steeple of the City Temple ofBaltimore

Baptist church. Instead of sighting a

mountain in the distance, we were looking at

the majestic dome of the Eutaw Place

Temple. This certainly didn’t look like our typical out-in-the-suburbs

launch.

The past school year had been a struggle for the Renaissance Academy. Its

location is less than a mile from where the unrest following the Freddy Gray

incidence had centered during the spring of 2015. Three students from the

senior class had been killed between November 2015 and February 2016.

The graduating students are to be commended for overcoming all the

setbacks they had faced. NARHAMS is pleased to have provided an

exciting diversion from the unpleasant challenges with which the

students have had to cope.

Outreach: The Countdown in Downtown – May 1 9, 201 6

By Alex Mankevich
NARHAMS President
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NARAM-59 Competition and
Sport Launch

No announcement has been made
yet as to the location or events for

the next Annual Meet.

For current info, go to
www.nar.org

RAMTEC-1 9

Proposed Changes to NAR Competition!
By Don Carson

Some pretty big changes are being proposed to the way we do competition model rocketry. A
presentation of the draft changes was made at NARAM and received relatively well .

I think this is good news for competitors. At a top level, there is an attempt to reduce barriers to
participating in competition, make it easier to hold contests and reduce a lot of the complexities in
the current system.

The Sporting Code, or “Pink Book,” is also being edited to clarify the rules and make the
description of the events consistent. Age Divisions are being tweaked, too.

So what are they planning? First, they are proposing a new way to select National Champions. I t
is cal led (for now) the Spacemodeling Qualifier Series (SQS), but don’t get hung up on the name.

Every year a set of 6 events wil l be chosen that wil l be flown at NARAM. These events are
selected from a subset of events in the Pink Book and are considered relatively small field
friendly. See the list of SQS events at the end of this article. Now, the NARAM CD wil l select more
events to fly at NARAM in addition to these, things l ike Craftsmanship events - Scale, Sport Scale,
Classic Model, Plastic Model Conversion, etc. plus any other events they would l ike to host.

SQS Champ

Through the year people can fly the SQS events and post their best score on a national
scoreboard. There is no limit on the number of tries you can make to improve your standing. At
NARAM, the top 1 0 or 1 0% wil l compete in those SQS events to determine who wins the Event
Special ist Award for that event for that year. Also, the person who does the best overal l in al l the
SQS events at NARAM wil l be deemed the National Champion!

September 3-4, 201 6
(Labor Day weekend)
Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA

1 /8A Parachute Duration
1 /4A Boost Glider Duration

A Helicopter Duration
FAI A Streamer Duration Multi

B Super-Roc Altitude
w/Altimeter

Set Altitude w/Altimeter – 1 70
Meters

Information and forms will be
posted to the SPAAR website

soon. The URL is
www.spaar.org/ramtec

Competition Corner:

Big Changes and Local Contest
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List of SQS Events

1 /4A – A Parachute Duration B – C Egglofting Duration
1 /4A – A Streamer Duration 1 /2A – B Altitude – Altimeter
1 /4A – A Helicopter Duration A – B Payload – Altimeter
1 /4A – A Boost Glider Duration B – C Egglofting Altitude –

Altimeter

Competition Corner, Continued

What about the rest of the events?

Everyone who attends NARAM competes for NARAM places in al l
the events, including NARAM places for the SQS events. I f you throw
your hat into the ring to go for an SQS event title, you (I bel ieve) take
yourself out of the running for a NARAM trophy for that event.

So you have competition for these SQS events and competition for
NARAM trophies for those who aren’t in (or choose not to pursue) an
SQS event special ist award.

What are you not telling me?

Pre-NARAM points go away! Weighting factors go away. Formal
Section, Open, and Region meet distinctions go away. I t is expected
that clubs wil l sti l l host these contests because people l ike them and
because some wil l want to practice those non-SQS events, l ike
Scale, that wil l be flown at NARAM.

Why is this easier?

First, it only takes 2 NAR members to run an SQS launch and you
can do it as often as you like. You don’t have to travel long distances
to a NAR Sanctioned contest any more to gain standing at the
National level. Bad weather on the date of a regional doesn’t ruin
your chance to compete at the national level.

Second, there are really no rules restricting the kind of contests you
can run. They can fol low the Pink Book or not. You have more
flexibi l ity and can modify the event rules as you like. They can be a
mix of SQS launches and other contest events, if you l ike. Of course
the SQS events have to fol low the rules so you have a level playing
field.

Thirdly, you’l l never have to explain weighting and contest factors to
a noobie again.

But some folks have better fields or weather!

The SQS events are relatively small-field friendly. For the SQS

launches through the year, they propose eliminating the return rule, to
help the balance for folks with small fields. Once at NARAM, all return
rules wil l be enforced. You can fly SQS launches as often as you like, no
l imitations. Can’t do much about the weather, except complain.

What happens at NARAM?

Two things. El igible folks compete for Single Event Awards and the
combined National Championship. When not competing for SQS
awards, everyone competes for NARAM awards.

There are points awarded for places, and these are different than the
current points, i .e. 1 st (25 pts), 2nd (20 pts), 3rd (1 7 pts), 4th(1 4 pts), 5th
(1 2 pts), 6th (1 0 pts), 7th (8 pts), 8th (6 pts), 9th (4 pts), 1 0th (2 pts),
fl ight points 1 . These determine NARAM champions. There are no
weighting factors for events.

But that means Spot Landing is as important as Scale!

Yup.

Where do we go from here?

The plan is to put this in place after NARAM-59 (next year). The NAR wil l
be posting the proposed rules online for al l to read and comment on.
They wil l have an online forum for commenting on each section of the
rules. The committee sincerely wants constructive comments from the
membership to make this a success and foster an increase in
competition participation. This isn’t the only fix, but it is a major change.

There are more details and subtleties that you have to read the draft
proposal to see, so check them out for yourself once they are posted. A
copy of the presentation is posted in the Files section of the Yahoo
Competition Model Rocketry Group (but you need to have an account to
access it). The NAR should be posting soon on their site.
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problem. Alex had done

the safety checks for the

rockets prior to launch.

A problem was

encountered in that one

group of rockets had fin

units that were only

‘friction fitted’ to the body

tube. Alex’s handy

bottle of cyanoacrylate

quickly remedied that problem. A few of the rockets experienced

recovery cord separation, but al l those rockets each drifted safely

down to the ground well away from any rocketeers. A few of the

rockets had their launch lug perfectly in l ine with one of the fins. A

removal of the

launch lug and

repositioning

courtesy of

cyanoacrylate

took care of that

problem.

NARHAMS

Launch System 2

was put into

service for this

launch. Alex was

able to drive his car near to the baseball field from which the launch

took place. Even though gloomy skies predominated during the day,

the enthusiasm of the both the teachers and the students made this

a very enjoyable day.

The Swansfield Elementary School in Columbia, Maryland has been

a regular cl ient of NARHAMS for some years now. This year’s

rocket launch had been final ized for Monday May 9, 201 6. The

students had constructed their rockets several weeks prior, and

needed only to have the launch date final ized. There was no rain

date, so we had to hope for fair weather. The Quest Starhawk and

the Estes Generic E2X were the model rockets constructed by the

students.

The Swansfield Elementary

School rocket launch

organizers were GT

Resource teachers Marolene

Malcotti and Tara Diventi.

Marolene had done the

ordering of the rocket kits,

motors, igniter wire and

recovery wadding. She also

spent hours prepping the

rockets for launch. The

prepped rockets were all

packaged into boxes labeled

for each class.

The launch was scheduled based on four classes of students each

launching for about 30 minutes per class. The launch ran from

1 0:1 5 AM to around 1 2:30 PM. Several holds were made due to low-

flying aircraft. A l ight rain began to fal l just as we were concluding

the final group of the day. About 90 rockets were flown.

There was the usual number of igniter wire mis-fires. Alex had

brought along plenty of spare igniters in anticipation of this common

Outreach: Swansfield Elementary School
By Alex Mankevich

The launch range

Photos: A. Mankevich

Diventi(l) and Malcotti(r)

Boxes of rockets
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Cover Art by Bruce Blackistone

Creator of Atti la of NARHAMS, our own Bruce Blackistone, unearthed this ancient book cover, used to protect his copy of
G. Harry Stine's Handbook of Model Rocketry.

Old timers and model rocketry history buffs may recognize similarities to pil lars of the hobby referenced in these, no one
was sacrosanct.




